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Mireth Technology adds new browsers to NetShred X - Version 4.2 released
Published on 09/13/08
Mireth Technology Corp. has released version 4.2 of NetShred X, its internet track eraser
that erases internet tracks, such as cache, history and email. NetShred X is easy to use
internet track eraser software for Mac OS X that erases files web browsers and email
programs leave behind. Version 4.2 adds support for Firefox 3, Camino 1.6, Omniweb 5.7,
iCab 4.1, Opera 9.5, SeaMonkey 1.0.
Richmond, Canada - Mireth Technology Corp. announced today version 4.2 of NetShred X, its
internet track eraser that erases internet tracks, such as cache, history and email.
NetShred X is easy to use internet track eraser software for Mac OS X that erases files
web browsers and email programs leave behind. NetShred X runs on Mac OS X. Version 4.2
adds support for Firefox 3, Camino 1.6, Omniweb 5.7, iCab 4.1, Opera 9.5, SeaMonkey 1.0
And like all Mireth Technology products, it was designed to be easy to use. Because
internet privacy software can't be effective if it's not used, NetShred X was designed to
run automatically, without user intervention. And since erasing temporary internet files
can take some time, NetShred X was designed to run in the background, so using the
software doesn't interfere with the user's web browsing. Most importantly, NetShred X is
an effective method of permanently deleting internet tracks. This is a cleaner solution
than just deleting the files, because it ensures that the data can't be recovered.
Pricing and Availability:
NetShred X is available for immediate download, or on CD-ROM, starting at $24.95 USD.
Registered users can take advantage of this free update. Educational pricing and volume
discounts are available. NetShred X runs on Mac OS X. For more information about NetShred,
visit their website.
Mireth Technology:
http://www.mireth.com
NetShred X:
http://www.mireth.com/pub/nxme.html
Direct Download Link:
http://ftp://ftp.audzine.com/netshredx.dmg.zip
Purchase Link:
http://store.eSellerate.net/mtc/netshredxbuydl
Screenshot:
http://www.mireth.com/press/mirethartwork/netshredx_scrshot.jpg
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://www.mireth.com/press/mirethartwork/netshredx_icon.jpg

Founded in 1991, Mireth Technology Corp. produces easy-to-use and cost effective Macintosh
software, including ShredIt, NetShred, iVCD, Music Man, and MacVCD, the best selling
Macintosh VCD playing software in the world. Mireth is well-known in the industry for
providing robust, well-tested products and outstanding customer support. A Vancouver based
corporation, Mireth Technology produces "The right software for the job."
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